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Video Specialist with 2+ years of experience in Delivering high quality video content 
to our clients, identifying key influence's within the target audience and make 
recommendations to them, Building relationships with influence's in order to 
understand their needs and generate new ideas.

EXPERIENCE

Video Specialist
ABC Corporation - 2016 – 2022

 Specialised in Insurance Fraud.
 Edited video clips obtained by investigators in the field using 

Windows Movie Maker.
 Transferred video to CDs or DVDs according to clients specifications.
 Checked CDs and DVDs by other video specialists to ensure accuracy 

and quality.
 Packaged and mailed final copies to client.
 Kept records of all completed cases using Microsoft Excel.
 Edited and prepared scripts.

Video Specialist 
Delta Corporation - 2001 – 2004

 Shot and produced videos documenting a wide range of university 
events, including lighting the scene, sound mixing, editing, and color 
correction.

 Door to door marketing to build the brand and increase awareness.
 Also wrote a 10 page theory on effective imagery in the media.
 Collaborate with TD to coordinate, prioritize and oversee production 

of all videos Coordinate, schedule, and direct the Live Video team for 
weekend .

 Broadcasting live races to media outlets Camera operator and 
technician.

 Shoot, edit and field produce video projects for internal television 
broadcast station.

 Collaborate with managers of Famous Footwear and Shoes.com to 
create spring style guides.

EDUCATION

 GED
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SKILLS

Java 8 Git/GitHub OOP HTML5 MySQL Spring MVC JavaScript Hibernate JSP &amp; 
JSTL JDBC Swing JSON &amp; XML.
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